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Disjunct distributions of flora and fauna have intrigued biogeographers for centuries
and have been central to debates over the roles that dispersal and vicariance have
in speciation and evolutionary biology. One of the most notable disjunct distributions is
when a single species or closely related taxa are present in temperate or polar regions of
both hemispheres, but absent near the equator. Generally referred to as an anti-tropical
distribution, this pattern is prevalent in marine taxa, occurring across the Tree of Life from
single-celled bacteria and radiolarians, to algae, many invertebrates, fishes and marine
mammals. The abundance of different species that exhibit this distribution pattern has
led to a large number of theories on how it is formed and maintained. Here, seven central
hypotheses that recur throughout the literature regarding the mechanisms responsible
for this pattern are described and discussed in light of both historic and contemporary
data. Recent advances in paleoclimate modeling and phylogenetic approaches have
revealed that three of these hypotheses lack support. However, these data also highlight
that a single driver of anti-tropicality is unlikely and that multiple mechanisms are
responsible for this observed distribution pattern. The importance of using a multifaceted
approach in future studies that incorporates phylogenetic, physiological, life history
and ecological data is discussed, as there is a gap in our knowledge regarding adult
and larval behavior, as well as thermal tolerances of many anti-tropical species. While
recent studies have helped reveal some commonalities between anti-tropical groups,
only by using an integrative approach will we be able to more fully understand which
mechanisms are most prevalent in driving this pattern across the oceans.

Keywords: anti-tropical, amphitropical, bitemperate, bipolar, dispersal, vicariance, biogeography

INTRODUCTION

As early scientific explorers began traveling the world, they were intrigued when they came
across the same, or closely related, species at two locations separated by thousands of kilometers
(Hooker, 1847; Ross, 1847). Disjunct distributions have inspired a variety of questions in the
field of biogeography, which have led to many debates in the literature regarding potential shared
mechanisms that may influence these patterns. One of the most striking disjunct distributions is
that of species which are found in the temperate or polar zones of each hemisphere, but which
are absent from the tropics (Figure 1). These latitudinally disjunct distributions have gone by a
variety of names over time, some of which signify subtle distinctions (Table 1). For simplicity,
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FIGURE 1 | The tropics (shown in red), as defined by a 20◦C isocryme during
the coldest period of the year. Anti-tropical taxa are generally distributed on
opposite sides of this zone (with Hawai’i as a notable exception), although
some authors use latitudinal lines to define anti-tropicality instead of
temperatures. Data shown is the SST from the coldest ice-free month from
the MARSPEC database (Sbrocco and Barber, 2013) plotted using a
Robinson projection in ArcMap v10.8.1 (ESRI).

in this review these distributions will be collectively encompassed
by the term “anti-tropical” (as per Hubbs, 1952). This distribution
pattern is observed at multiple taxonomic scales, including
populations of a single species, sister-species, genera, or families
separated by the equator. While anti-tropical distributions
are found in terrestrial systems (particularly in both vascular
and non-vascular plants: Thorne, 1972; Smissen et al., 2003;
Villaverde et al., 2015), it is more common in marine taxa, with
examples found across the Tree of Life (see Briggs, 1995).

It is perhaps the aquatic medium of the world’s oceans that
allows for such a distribution to form repeatedly. Many marine
organisms disperse by means of a pelagic larval stage, where
larvae can stay in the water column anywhere from days, to
months on end, traveling with the currents. Dispersal potentials
can also be high for species that lack a pelagic larval dispersal
stage, as some species, such as cetaceans, can disperse or migrate
long distances as adults. Throughout the Cenozoic there have
been few hard barriers to gene flow and movement of these
larvae or adults of highly mobile species, especially latitudinally.
In concert, this lack of barriers gives many marine taxa extremely
high dispersal potentials over evolutionary time scales, allowing
them to either disperse across the tropics, or to expand and
occupy large latitudinal ranges that could be subsequently split
into anti-tropical distributions.

This biogeographic pattern has been noted for over a
century, with numerous hypotheses proposed for its formation.
These hypotheses generally fall into two overarching categories:
dispersal and vicariance. Each hypothesis is further distinguished
by the timing of disjunction, or by the mechanisms operating
within these two broader categories. However, it is whether
or not species disperse from one hemisphere to the other, or
whether species were once widespread, and have subsequently
been extirpated from lower latitudes that mainly distinguish these
hypotheses. While other reviews on anti-tropicality have been
published, these have either generally listed anti-tropical species
for certain groups (e.g., Randall, 1981; Shi and Grunt, 2000;
Stepanjants et al., 2006) or argued for one specific mechanism
using observed species distributions (e.g., Briggs, 1987a). Creative

TABLE 1 | Common terms used to describe terms used to describe various
degrees of latitudinal disjunct taxa over time and how they have been applied.

Term Use Citation

Amphitropical

A term more commonly used for flora since at least
the early 1960s1. Used in a similar fashion to
anti-tropical. Sometimes divided into subcategories
for high-latitude, temperate, and desert2. Some
have argued against the use of this term3.

1Constance, 1963
2Raven, 1963
3Cox, 1990

Anti-equatorial

Introduced by Randall4 in reference to species that
are disjunct across the equator, but that occur
within tropical latitudes.

4Randall, 1981

Anti-tropical

First coined by Hubbs5 to distinguish that most
latitudinally disjunct species occur at lower
latitudes, and therefore, should be referred to as
anti-tropical instead of bipolar, the prevailing term of
the period. Now widely used for disjunct taxa of all
latitudinal extent.

5Hubbs, 1952

Bipolar

Commonly used in both the terrestrial and marine
literature to describe a distribution where closely
related taxa occur in opposite polar regions. The
most extreme case of latitudinal disjunction
regarding temperature. Note that this has also been
used as a general term to describe all latitudinally
disjunct taxa6, and has also been applied to
non-disjunct species that occur in deeper water in
the tropics7. First use for marine taxa was in
response to reports of invertebrates recovered in
the southern polar regions that were similar to
northern species by Sir James Ross aboard the
H.M.S. Erebus and Terror (1839–1843)8.

6Crame, 1993
7Stepanjants et al.,
2006
8Ross, 1847

Bitemperate

Used in reference to latitudinally disjunct taxa that
specifically occur in both warm- and
cool-temperate zones5. Sometimes restricted
specifically between 30◦ and 50◦ latitude in both
hemispheres9.

5Hubbs, 1952
9Shi and Grunt,
2000

Other terms, such as bihemispherical (Whatley and Ballent, 1994) and extra-
tropical, are not included due to their rare or inconsistent use in reference to
latitudinal disjunction.

approaches and new types of data have allowed researchers
to test which mechanisms are ultimately responsible for this
pattern, and are quickly changing the general perception of
how anti-tropical distributions can form in a marine setting.
Here, I aim to give a broad overview of the history of anti-
tropicality by focusing on seven central hypotheses (Table 2).
This review is not meant to be an exhaustive explanation
of all potential hypotheses that have been proposed over the
past century, but is meant to lay a general framework of
explanations that have been recurrent throughout the literature
over time. The historical background, associated assumptions
and expectations, and example studies that either support or
contradict each hypothesis are outlined below. Relevant recent
research, outstanding questions, and open avenues for research
are discussed at the end. Ultimately, it is my goal that the reader
understands the history behind this pattern, and gains enough
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TABLE 2 | Proposed hypotheses associated with the formation of anti-tropical distributions.

Assumptions

Hypothesis Time Scales Biological Physical

Vicariance

Continental Fragmentation Mesozoic (>66 mya) DL, not PR –

Island Integration1 33–66 mya DL, not PR No significant amount of habitat lost to erosion as island hotspots
move

Island Submergence1 No specific time DL A current lack of tropical habitat

Mid-Miocene Warming 14–21 mya PR Tropics were cooler prior to the Miocene climatic optimum

Biotic Exclusion No specific time New species originate in the tropics –

Species not PR

Dispersal

Isothermal Submergence No specific time2 Species PR –

Glacial Dispersal Pleistocene PR Tropics cooled significantly during the Pleistocene

These hypotheses are separated into vicariant and dispersal categories, and each hypothesis is listed with expected time scales of equatorial divergence times and both
biological and physical (geological and temperature) assumptions. DL = species dispersal limited, PR = physiologically restricted to cooler waters.
1Fails to explain anti-tropical distributions associated with continental margins.
2Several have suggested that this may have only occurred during Pleistocene glacial periods.

background to assess recent and future studies regarding this
fascinating distribution.

VICARIANCE AND ANTI-TROPICALITY

Continental Fragmentation
The hypothesis operating at the oldest time scales for anti-
tropicality is continental fragmentation, which suggests that anti-
tropical species were restricted to the continental margins of the
supercontinent Pangea (Nur and Ben-Avraham, 1982; Nelson,
1985). As this continent separated during the early Mesozoic,
species moved with the continents and were split by the
tropics, resulting in an anti-tropical distribution. For continental
fragmentation to be a mechanism that has resulted in extant
anti-tropical taxa, there are several assumptions that must be
met. First, it assumes that anti-tropical species are not restricted
by thermal tolerances, or at least were not originally restricted
due to thermal tolerances, as strong latitudinal thermal gradients
were not established until ice-sheets formed in the Southern
hemisphere during the late Eocene/early Oligocene (Zachos et al.,
2001; Liu et al., 2009). Second, it assumes that evolutionary
lineages are dispersal limited, even over the time period of
175 million years (myr). Fragmentation occurred over such a long
period that under this hypothesis, anti-tropical lineages should
only be found at higher extant taxonomic levels or only be found
in extinct clades. If lineages restricted to coastlines could not
disperse between hemispheres, then these lineages would have
over 100 myr to diversify in their respective hemispheres.

While this may be true for taxa restricted to continental
landmasses (e.g., McCulloch et al., 2016), over these time
periods most marine lineages are unlikely to be dispersal limited.
Evidence for this hypothesis is limited primarily due to the
fact that many extant anti-tropical species, genera, and families
originated after the start of the Cenozoic. Therefore, the timing
of this splitting event does not correspond to many current
anti-tropical distributions at the population, sister-species, or

sister-genera taxonomic levels (e.g., in fishes: Burridge, 2002;
for fossil mollusks: Lindberg, 1991). Evidence is limited for this
hypothesis even at higher taxonomic levels, such as freshwater
fish families on opposite sides of the tropics, which date
to approximately the Cretaceous–Palaeogene transition (Chen
et al., 2014). It is possible that this mechanism could have
resulted in anti-tropical distributions for taxa that are now
extinct. Crame (1993) proposed this as a possible explanation
for the distribution of extinct mollusks of the Mesozoic, for
which there is a decent fossil record. Unfortunately, the fossil
record is rather incomplete for many marine lineages making
it difficult to confidently identify anti-tropical distributions.
Further, fossil evidence for this explanation may be spurious,
with some suggesting that phenotypically similar anti-tropical
fossils may actually represent distantly related taxa that
were subject to convergent evolution, making this hypothesis
difficult to confidently assess in some extinct groups (see
Lee et al., 2016).

Island Integration
Islands have been used as natural experiments over the last
century. Understanding the impact that isolation, colonization,
and geological history have on terrestrial island biotas has
resulted in seminal papers in biogeography (for example the
theory of island biogeography; MacArthur and Wilson, 1967).
Dispersal is prominent in discussions of island biogeography,
but came under scrutiny when vicariance gained popularity
in the latter half of the 20th century. Originally postulated
by Rotondo et al. (1981) as a vicariant counter-point to the
founder principle (the dispersal and colonization of remote
islands), island integration suggests that species do not need to
undergo long-distance dispersal to reach isolated areas. Instead,
this theory suggests that the islands themselves are dispersal
vectors that follow the movements of the oceanic tectonic plates
(Rotondo et al., 1981). Under this scenario, species reach isolated
islands if the paths of the islands they are currently on intersect
other island arcs.
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Rotondo et al. (1981) originally used island integration to
explain the taxonomic similarities between the Hawaiian Islands
and islands in southeast Oceania by noting that some of the
seamounts surrounding the Hawaiian Islands are substantially
older than their nearby Hawaiian counterparts. These ages
suggest that they originated elsewhere, and moved with the
Pacific plate to their current location, intersecting the islands
formed by the Hawaiian anomaly zone (hot spot). The authors
also suggest, based on the ages estimated for these older islands
and sea mounts, that they could have originated south of the
equator near the East Pacific Rise and traveled approximately
30◦ in latitude to their current locations (Figure 2 in Rotondo
et al., 1981). Springer (1982) later explicitly used this hypothesis
to explain anti-tropicality in the Pacific. A community forming
on an isolated island could conceivably travel this distance
between 33 and 66 myr (assuming a rapid plate movement of
10 cm year−1 or the average oceanic plate movement of 5 cm
year−1), respectively placing endemic biota in radically different
ecosystems (see Ali, 2017).

There are several assumptions associated with island
integration. Primarily, it assumes that anti-tropical taxa are
dispersal limited across evolutionary time scales, and that these
species are not physiologically restricted to cooler environments,
but could cross the warmer tropics without extirpation. It also
assumes that the islands could traverse this distance while either
remaining subaerial, or staying shallow enough to support many
of the anti-tropical species that do not inhabit deeper waters.
Divergence estimates between Hawaiian and southeast Pacific
taxa dating between the late Eocene/early Oligocene and the
onset of the Cenozoic (or older), approximately 33–66 million
years ago (mya), would provide some support for this hypothesis.

On the scale of 71–77.6 myr [Clague and Dalrymple
(1975); the original age estimates used in Rotondo et al.
(1981)], Wentworth Seamount and Necker Island would have
experienced significant erosion and sinking due to lithospheric
cooling (Parsons and Sclater, 1977; Stein and Stein, 1992; Hillier
and Watts, 2005). Updated age estimates for this sea mount
of 90 myr (Pringle and Dalrymple, 1993) place it on the older
range of time frames for the island integration hypothesis. And
while there are anti-tropical sister-species that occur in the
Hawaiian islands and southeast Pacific islands like Rapa Nui, one
study examining the biogeographic history of reef fishes from
several families recovered molecular data that suggest Miocene

to Pleistocene connections between these locations, contradicting
this hypothesis (Delrieu-Trottin et al., 2019). Furthermore, while
this proposal addresses anti-tropical species between Hawaii and
the southeast Pacific, it does not explain anti-tropical taxa that
occur along continental margins. The myriad of anti-tropical
taxa associated with continental margins, and the younger dates
recovered between southeastern Pacific islands and the Hawaiian
islands suggest that this is not a likely mechanism that generates
anti-tropical distributions.

Island Submergence
Island submergence, another island-centric vicariant scenario,
suggests that widespread oceanic species are split into northern
and southern hemisphere populations when suitable habitat in
the tropics, represented by islands, are submerged and lost.
Originally proposed by Rehder (1980), this hypothesis does not
have any defined time period on which it is acting, and therefore
there are no expectations about which taxonomic level we would
expect to be anti-tropical. However, this hypothesis implies
several things. First, it assumes again that species are restricted to
their current anti-tropical distributions due to a lack of available
habitat in the tropics, and not due to physiological restrictions
or species interactions. Secondly, this hypothesis assumes that
there is a current lack of tropical oceanic habitat associated with
islands. However, numerous examples of tropical islands can be
found in the Indian (e.g., the Seychelles, Chagos, and Maldives),
Pacific (e.g., the Caroline, Line, Marshall, Solomon, and Cook
Islands), and Atlantic Oceans (e.g., the Antilles, St. Paul’s Rock,
and Sao Tome and Principe). All of these examples contradict a
current lack of tropical habitat assumed by this hypothesis.

Mid-Miocene Warming
Climate has varied considerably throughout the Cenozoic, with
several peaks in global temperatures. From an early Eocene
maximum ∼52 mya when ocean sea surface temperatures
(SST) were 4–10◦ warmer than current values (Miller et al.,
1987; Zachos et al., 1994, 2003), SST gradually cooled
until the early Oligocene when Antarctic ice sheets formed
∼34 mya, strengthening the latitudinal thermal gradient
(Zachos et al., 1994, 2001; Liu et al., 2009). Following
the cooler temperatures in the Oligocene, temperatures
gradually rose from the late Oligocene until the mid-Miocene
climatic optimum ∼17–15 mya, when temperatures reached

FIGURE 2 | Pleistocene glacial sea surface temperature (SST) during the coldest month of the year (A), and the temperature difference between current SST and
Pleistocene LGM SST (B). Data shown is the SST from the coldest ice-free month from the MARSPEC database (Sbrocco and Barber, 2013) plotted using a
Robinson projection in ArcMap v10.8.1 (ESRI).
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their highest since the early Eocene (Flower and Kennett,
1994; Zachos et al., 2001). Following this peak in global
temperatures, SST cooled throughout the remainder of the
Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene (Zachos et al., 2001;
Zhang et al., 2014).

This thermal history likely helped shape the distribution
of organisms across the planet, including anti-tropical marine
taxa. Links between anti-tropicality and Cenozoic temperature
fluctuations were first proposed by Valentine (1984), who
suggested that many species may have adapted to cooler
temperatures during the Oligocene, only to be split into disjunct
distributions by rapid warming during the mid-Miocene climatic
optimum. This was further expanded by White (1986) as the
main driver of anti-tropicality due to the fact that it “requires
nothing unusual of modern anti-tropical taxa, only a mutual
intolerance of modern tropical conditions.” In this view, even the
most distantly related anti-tropical taxa with contradictory life
history strategies or habitat requirements could be explained by
the same mechanism.

The mid-Miocene warming hypothesis explicitly links anti-
tropical distributions to physiological tolerances of marine
organisms and to a definitive time period (White, 1986).
Therefore, anti-tropical divergence events between clades should
date to approximately 17–15 mya for this hypothesis to be
supported in the strictest sense. A secondary assumption
that anti-tropical marine taxa resulting from the mid-Miocene
climatic optimum event should be physiologically restricted
to cooler water temperatures may also be valid if niche
conservatism operates on extended time scales (Romdal et al.,
2013; Chiu et al., 2020).

This all-encompassing hypothesis has received criticism. Anti-
tropical distributions are found across a variety of taxonomic
scales, from populations of the same species separated by the
tropics, to sister-species, genera, and higher taxonomic levels
(Briggs, 1987a). The assortment of taxonomic scales for this
pattern suggests that the mechanisms driving it span a variety of
time-scales as well, and that they are not centered around a single
event, such as the mid-Miocene warming period (Briggs, 1987b).
Furthermore, advances in our understanding of paleoclimate
have revealed that SST at the beginning of the Oligocene
were not as cold as previously thought, and while there was
substantial cooling at higher latitudes, the tropics only cooled
∼3◦C when Southern hemisphere ice sheets formed (Liu et al.,
2009). This thermal regime does not create a scenario where
there were widespread temperate taxa prior to global warming
that occurred in the late Oligocene and continued to the mid-
Miocene envisioned by White (1986). The discrepancies between
SST reconstructions, and between the taxonomic levels of anti-
tropicality suggest that the mid-Miocene climatic optimum did
not drive this pattern for all anti-tropical taxa.

However, the mid-Miocene hypothesis may remain a viable
hypothesis for at least some anti-tropical species. Several studies
have recovered divergence dates for anti-tropical taxa split by the
tropics that date to the Miocene across a variety of marine groups,
including deep-sea corals (Herrera et al., 2012), bryozoans
(Schwaninger, 2008), echinoderms (Naughton et al., 2014), fishes
(Stepien et al., 1997; Burridge, 2002; Ludt et al., 2015), and

even higher taxonomic levels of dolphins (Banguera-Hinestroza
et al., 2014; Supplementary Table 1). While not all of these dates
exactly coincide with the mid-Miocene climatic optimum (with
many dating to the middle to late Miocene), shifting temperature
regimes and the strengthening of latitudinal thermal gradients
before and after this time period likely influenced the strength
and direction of currents, possibly affecting the distribution of
species in the oceans more generally (Herrera et al., 2012; see
discussion on Miocene currents below).

Biotic Exclusion From the Tropics
A central tenet in evolution is the observation that every
species has a center of origin from which they expand (Darwin,
1859). This principle forms the basis of the “Center of Origin”
hypothesis for marine species, which explains the latitudinal,
and longitudinal, biodiversity gradients in the Indo-Pacific by
stating that the tropics, and in particular the Indo-Australian
Archipelago (IAA), is where species originate and later expand
their ranges, outcompeting other species (Ekman, 1953; Briggs,
1999, 2000). If new species originate in the tropics, and
outcompete older, widespread species that have expanded into
the temperate zones of both hemispheres, then this could
result in anti-tropical distributions. Originally coined the “relict
theory” (Theéel, 1885), this hypothesis was later refined and
championed by Briggs (1987a).

Unlike many of the other hypotheses proposed for anti-
tropical species, this is not contingent on any one time period.
An older, widespread species could be excluded from the tropics
to form a disjunct distribution at any period. This flexibility
has been used as support for the relict theory, as anti-tropical
distributions occur at multiple taxonomic scales, and therefore
conceivably form at different time periods (Briggs, 1987a).
However, what excludes these species from the tropics? Is it
competition from younger species, as originally proposed? If
so, then are they outcompeted by younger species in the same
family, or unrelated, but functionally equivalent species? Biotic
exclusion may also not be related to competition, but could be
the result of some other biotic interaction, such as the loss of food
sources or mutualists, or the introduction of predators, parasites,
or diseases in the tropics.

As such, biotic exclusion is notoriously difficult to test,
but it does provide three central predictions. First, it assumes
that anti-tropical species are old, and should not have formed
recently. Second, it assumes that species are not restricted to
temperate areas due to physiological constraints. That is, they
are excluded from the tropics by biotic factors (competition,
predation, disease, etc.), but if only abiotic factors are considered,
then they should have available habitat. Third, it assumes that
anti-tropical taxa originated in the tropics. Younger coalescent
times for anti-tropical taxa, physiological restrictions to colder
temperatures, and biogeographic ancestral range reconstructions
or fossil evidence suggesting species formation in temperate
regions would question the validity of this hypothesis.

Support for this hypothesis remains mixed. In general, the
evolutionary history and latitudinal diversity gradients across
several marine groups support a scenario where species originate
in the tropics and subsequently expand into temperate regions as
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predicted by the biotic exclusion hypothesis (Kiessling et al., 2010;
Cowman and Bellwood, 2011; Jablonski et al., 2013; Siqueira et al.,
2016). Yet, at broader taxonomic scales an inverse latitudinal
diversification gradient, with higher speciation rates outside of
the tropics, has been observed in marine fishes (Rabosky et al.,
2018), which runs counter to the biotic exclusion hypothesis.
While these broad patterns may not strictly apply to all temperate
taxa, ancestral area reconstructions focusing specifically on anti-
tropical fishes like sawtail surgeonfishes and stripeys, and also
herbivorous sea chubs that are a mix of temperate and tropical
species, have suggested species origination in temperate areas,
not tropical ones (Ludt et al., 2015; Knudsen et al., 2019; Tea
et al., 2019). While this runs counter to one of the assumptions
of the biotic exclusion hypothesis, suggesting that it might not
apply to all anti-tropical taxa, the occurrence of contemporary
suitable abiotic habitat in the tropics across a wide diversity
of anti-tropical fishes suggests that biotic exclusion may be a
plausible explanation for some taxa (Ludt and Myers, 2021; see
discussion below).

DISPERSAL AND ANTI-TROPICALITY

Isothermal Submergence
Dispersal hypotheses for anti-tropicality involve individuals
dispersing across the tropics during cooler time periods, and
generally assume that these species are physiologically restricted
to temperate regions (although this is often untested). These
thermal limits presumably prevent anti-tropical taxa from
dispersing across the warmer surface waters in the tropics. One
parsimonious way to explain the inter-hemisphere connections
between anti-tropical taxa is that they merely cross the tropics
in deeper, cooler water. This avenue of dispersal was perhaps
first suggested by Sir James Ross during the Ross expeditions
to the Antarctic Ocean (Ross, 1847), where Ross noticed certain
invertebrate species that resembled species he had personally
seen in the artic, and postulated that they must have migrated
in abyssal waters (Murray et al., 1897). This idea was later
formalized into the “migration theory” of Ekman (1953), and is
still considered a plausible explanation for certain taxa (Hubbs,
1952; Poortvliet et al., 2013).

For species that are adapted to shallow-water habitats, Ekman
(1953) considered this process a historical one, rather than
an ongoing connection between hemispheres. Randall (1981)
furthered this by suggesting that shallow water species may only
disperse in deeper waters during glacial periods when they would
not have to go as deep to access cooler water. Wide, shallow
continental shelves were largely exposed during the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM), restricting many shallow water species to
thin continental margins, and closer to steep drop offs (Ludt
and Rocha, 2015). Restricting isothermal submergence to glacial
periods makes this hypothesis similar to glacial dispersal (see
below), and could be an explanation if SST during the Pleistocene
were not cool enough in the tropics for temperate taxa to
cross. Pleistocene glacial restrictions, however, would not be
necessary for species that occupy a wide depth range and that
disperse longer distances as adults, such as some sharks (e.g.,

Veríssimo et al., 2010), or for species that are only known from
deeper waters. While there are many contemporary shallow-
water anti-tropical taxa that do not occupy deep water habitats,
and do not disperse far as adults, it is still plausible that larvae of
these species may use deeper waters to cross the tropics during
a pelagic larval phase, as many of the specific larval life history
traits of anti-tropical taxa are unknown.

Population genetic studies of intra-specific anti-tropical taxa
known to disperse long-distances in deep water that reveal
contemporary gene flow between hemispheres would support
this as a possible mechanism. In many cases this hypothesis
is only applied to shallow water species that may use deeper,
cooler water to disperse, but anti-tropical distributions in clades
that aren’t known to occur near the surface highlight that
possible deep-water connections between hemispheres can form
latitudinally disjunct distributions. Anti-tropical taxa such as the
mesopelagic fish genus Caristius (Stevenson and Kenaley, 2013),
the deep-sea coral Paragorgia arborea (Herrera et al., 2012),
and the recent occurrence of deep-sea northern hemisphere
species in certain southern hemisphere locations, such as deep-
sea grenadiers (Arkhipkin et al., 2010; Laptikhovsky et al., 2013),
king crabs (Pérez-Barros et al., 2020), and several cephalopods
(Laptikhovsky et al., 2011), emphasize these deep-water inter-
hemispheral connections. If species with a wide depth range
dispersed between hemispheres in deeper water during the
Pleistocene, then this hypothesis is difficult to disentangle from
the glacial dispersal hypothesis, and many of the assumptions
and predictions will be similar (see below), but some studies
suggest isothermal submergence due to species-specific life
history traits such as dispersal ability and depth ranges (e.g.,
Poortvliet et al., 2013).

Glacial Dispersal
The Pleistocene epoch is defined by the onset of repeated glacial
cycles. These cycles altered global temperatures and shifted sea
levels. During glacial periods, sea levels were up to ∼125 m lower
than current levels, and shallow water habitat was reduced to
narrow bands on the continental shelves, in many cases reducing
population sizes, and restricting gene flow among marine taxa
(Ludt and Rocha, 2015). While these fluctuations may have
negatively impacted many marine species, SST during glacial
maxima may have been cool enough to allow anti-tropical species
to disperse between hemispheres (Darwin, 1859; Berg, 1933).
Glacial dispersal is a natural conclusion to make in marine
systems where there are not many barriers to dispersal and many
species have a dispersive larval stage that can last for weeks to
months. One may think that the only thing preventing gene-flow
across the tropics currently would be physiological constraints
that may disappear during cooler glacial periods.

The glacial dispersal hypothesis assumes that species are
currently unable to inhabit tropical waters due to physiological
limits, and that anti-tropical divergence events occurred during
the Pleistocene. Phylogenetic studies that date anti-tropical
sister-species pairs to the Pleistocene, or population genetic
studies of intra-specific anti-tropical taxa that reveal genetic
diversity signatures consistent with founder events, or limited
contemporary gene flow dating to this time period may support
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this hypothesis. The assumptions associated with the glacial
dispersal and isothermal submergence hypotheses differ from
the only alternative hypothesis that may operate on the same
time scale, the vicariant biotic exclusion hypothesis, with regards
to physiological restrictions of species to cooler waters, which
is assumed in the former two hypotheses, but not the latter.
Therefore, physiological studies of thermal tolerances suggesting
that tropical temperatures exceed maximum critical temperatures
in anti-tropical taxa would also support this hypothesis.

This conceptual model has been challenged with critics
stating that SST did not cool enough during glacial periods
to allow temperately restricted species to cross the tropics
(Briggs, 1987a). SST during the LGM were cooler at higher
latitudes, but tropical temperatures did not dramatically change
(Figure 2). This likely compressed temperate communities
into narrower latitudinal bands, and may have reduced the
overall distance between disjunct populations, but even during
the coldest month of the year, it is possible that tropical
temperatures were not cool enough to allow anti-tropical species
to cross in surface waters. An additional challenge of the glacial
dispersal hypothesis, including glacial isothermal submergence,
is determining whether taxa disperse across the tropics, or if
they underwent range expansions across the tropics during
glacial periods followed by subsequent vicariance as tropical
temperatures rose after the LGM. While this is difficult to
assess for many taxa, fossil distributions shed some light on
this question. Radiolarians examined from seafloor sediments
document at least one species, Cycladophora davisiana davisiana,
that expanded its range from the northern hemisphere, to
a widespread distribution that traversed the tropics into the
southern hemisphere in the early Pleistocene, to an anti-tropical
distribution in the late Pleistocene with rare occurrence points
in tropical latitudes (Motoyama, 1997). This supports the notion
of Pleistocene cosmopolitan distributions followed by vicariance
after the LGM. However, radiolarians may not be representative
of many coastal taxa. Fossil mollusks in the eastern Pacific,
for example, first appear in northern or southern temperate
areas, followed by appearances in the opposite hemisphere
without intervening widespread cosmopolitan distributions
(several examples reviewed in Lindberg, 1991). Unfortunately,
the majority of anti-tropical species have a poor fossil record,
making this is difficult to assess.

Despite the above challenges, there are several lines of
evidence suggesting that many equatorial divergence events
occurred during this time period. By dating molecular data in a
variety of fishes using molecular clocks, Burridge (2002) found
that many intra-specific, and sister-species equatorial divergences
dated to either the Pleistocene or Pliocene epochs, which has been
found in subsequent studies as well (Supplementary Table 1).
Using a different approach, Lindberg (1991) demonstrated
that a variety of fossil marine invertebrates in the Eastern
Pacific also show bidirectional movement across the tropics
during the Pleistocene and Pliocene epochs. Critical thermal
maximum temperature studies, while limited in number for
anti-tropical species, have also supported the notion that many
of these taxa are near their critical temperature thresholds at
their lowest latitudes, and therefore would experience thermal

stress in tropical waters (Walther et al., 2013; Payne et al.,
2016). Additionally, using ecological niche models across 29
anti-tropical fishes, Ludt and Myers (2021) found that some
species lack current suitable abiotic habitat in the tropics,
but that suitable habitat and dispersal corridors between
hemispheres were available for some species during the LGM
despite only minor tropical temperature shifts during this time
period. Together, these studies provide compelling evidence
that glacial dispersal is one mechanism that produced anti-
tropical distributions.

DISCUSSION

The variety of hypotheses proposed for anti-tropicality all have
different levels of support and criticism. Historically researchers
argued for, or against, these hypotheses only using distributional
records of various species. Advancements in modeling and
phylogenetic approaches now allow for robust testing of these
hypotheses. To identify the hypotheses that could potentially
drive anti-tropicality, a multi-faceted approach needs be taken.
Perhaps most importantly, one needs to show that species are
indeed anti-tropical. While this may be straightforward in cases
of intra-specific anti-tropicality, where populations of the same
species are disjunct across the tropics, at higher taxonomic
levels this needs explicit testing. Strongly supported systematic
hypotheses with complete taxonomic sampling are required,
therefore, to confirm anti-tropical distributions, and are ideally
obtained using molecular approaches for dating purposes. If taxa
are missing, either due to incomplete taxonomic sampling or due
to the incomplete nature of the fossil record, or if relationships
are unclear, then it is impossible to tell if the species of interest
are actually anti-tropical. Once a strongly supported phylogeny is
obtained, many of these proposed hypotheses can be separated by
the timing of anti-equatorial divergences (Table 2). Determining
the timing of anti-tropical divergences in extinct taxa can be
estimated from the strata associated with the fossils. Molecular
phylogenetic hypotheses of extant taxa, however, should be
rigorously dated. This is ideally done with fossil calibration points
(as opposed to molecular clocks) from multiple fossil formations
if possible (to avoid any bias associated with the dating of a
single formation). These time-calibrated phylogenies can then be
examined within a historical biogeographic context to estimate
how species shifted their distributions over time.

The studies that have examined the timing of these events
have found interesting results. The oldest potential mechanism,
continental fragmentation, is only partially supported by fossil
evidence (Crame, 1993; Shi and Grunt, 2000). However, care
should be taken in interpreting these data, as some taxa
previously considered as anti-tropical may actually represent
unrelated taxa with convergent phenotypes (Lee et al., 2016), and
extinct taxa that appear anti-tropical in the fossil record may
actually have had wider distributions that were not recovered
due to the incomplete nature of the fossil record. Molecular
evidence of anti-tropicality largely dates to within the Cenozoic,
even for families separated by the tropics (Chen et al., 2014),
suggesting that continental fragmentation is not a common
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mechanism forming anti-tropical distributions. For species that
are anti-tropical within a genus (i.e., each species is only in
one hemisphere, but in total the genus is anti-tropical), early
divergences across the tropics have been dated to the Miocene
in a few studies (Stepien et al., 1997; two species in Stillman
and Reeb, 2001; Burridge, 2002; Banguera-Hinestroza et al., 2014;
Naughton et al., 2014; Ludt et al., 2015; Pozzobon et al., 2021).
However, the majority of studies date divergence events between
anti-tropical species to the Pliocene and Pleistocene (Bowen and
Grant, 1997; most datasets used in Burridge, 2002; Hilbish et al.,
2000; Mabuchi et al., 2004; Poortvliet et al., 2013; Hoover et al.,
2017; Beldade et al., 2021). Intra-specific anti-tropical species
(those with populations in both hemispheres) interestingly have
also been found with varying divergence dates, ranging from the
Miocene in some species (Veríssimo et al., 2010; Herrera et al.,
2012), to the last 100,000 years (Tea et al., 2019). While the oldest
intra-specific divergence dates likely represent distinct species
(discussed in Veríssimo et al., 2010 and Schwaninger, 2008),
additional intra-specific population genetic studies are needed
across a variety of taxa.

While the timing of molecular and fossil findings link
divergence events to the Pleistocene, and therefore may be
used to support the glacial dispersal hypothesis, they also
support Pliocene divergences as well (Lindberg, 1991; Burridge,
2002; Colgan, 2018). However, the tropics during the Pliocene
extended to higher latitudes than modern limits, and lacked high-
amplitude climate cycles (Dowsett et al., 1994). If the tropics
did not decrease in temperature during this time period, then
how could temperately restricted species cross this barrier? Both
the Pliocene and Pleistocene have been regarded as periods of
dramatic change in marine systems due to the closure of the
Isthmus of Panama, which impacted global currents, and altered
regional ecosystems (Karas et al., 2017). These changes may have
created cold-water upwelling zones along continental margins,
allowing anti-tropical species to cross the tropics in a stepping
stone manner (Lindberg, 1991; Poortvliet et al., 2013). While
the tropics maintained warm temperatures during these periods,
the tropical eastern Pacific had higher cooling rates during the
Pliocene and Pleistocene than the western tropical Pacific and
had a shallow thermocline and active upwelling (Figure 2; Zhang
et al., 2014), leading to the suggestion that the eastern Pacific may
be an important corridor for anti-tropical taxa (Lindberg, 1991;
Bowen and Grant, 1997; Burridge, 2002; Grant and Bowen, 2006;
Dawson et al., 2011; Marchant et al., 2015; Bringloe et al., 2019).

Similar global changes occurred in the Miocene, such as
the narrowing of the Indonesian Seaway and the closure of
the Tethyan Seaway, that may have impacted global circulation
patterns, altering the strength of major currents (Kennett et al.,
1985; Nathan and Leckie, 2009; Eberli et al., 2010; Bialik et al.,
2020). The dating of several anti-tropical divergence events to
the Miocene, in both the Pacific (Veríssimo et al., 2010; Ludt
et al., 2015) and Atlantic (Pozzobon et al., 2021), that do
not correspond to the timelines of the mid-Miocene warming
hypothesis raise the possibility that changes in current patterns
may have also been important in the formation of anti-tropical
distributions. Although, it should be noted that brief periods
of rapid cooling and warming occurred in the middle to late

Miocene, after the mid-Miocene climatic optimum, that may
have also facilitated the formation of anti-tropical distributions
(Naughton et al., 2014). Relaxing the assumption that anti-
tropical divergence dates have to correspond to the mid-Miocene
climatic optimum for the mid-Miocene warming hypothesis to
be valid may lead to a more realistic understanding of how
a dynamic Miocene climate facilitated the formation of anti-
tropical species.

Of the hypotheses listed above, the glacial dispersal,
isothermal submergence, and biotic exclusion hypotheses could
all potentially operate on the same temporal scales, and
cannot be distinguished solely by using a dated phylogeny.
Therefore, interdisciplinary studies that use phylogenetic data
in conjunction with physiological or environmental data are
needed to tease these hypotheses apart. Both the glacial dispersal
and isothermal submergence hypotheses revolve around the
assumption that anti-tropical species are restricted to their
current habitats due to physiological restrictions (Table 2). While
thermal tolerances have not been explicitly tested in many
cases, there is some support for physiological restrictions driving
this distribution pattern. The Pacific Goose barnacle (Pollicipes
elegans) is largely considered an anti-tropical species, despite
small, genetically isolated populations occurring within tropical
latitudes of the eastern Pacific (Van Syoc, 1994). Interestingly,
thermal tolerances in temperate populations of P. elegans larvae
approach their optimal thermal limits during warm summer
months, suggesting that warmer, tropical water likely acts as a
barrier to dispersal between populations (Walther et al., 2013).
Likewise, Payne et al. (2016) examined temperature thresholds
in several adult fish species with varying latitudinal trends,
including Parore (Girella tricuspidata), a species in a largely
anti-tropical genus. Their findings suggest that for all the
species they examined, maximum performance values optimized
nearest to the equator for all species, but that each species
approached their critical temperature values near the extent of
their current ranges (Payne et al., 2016). For G. tricuspidata,
this result suggests that the species is absent from tropical
waters in part due to physiological restrictions, and further
that even small temperature shifts during the LGM could
allow distributions of this species (and potentially other anti-
tropical congeners) to expand nearer to the equator, lessening
the distance needed to disperse across the tropics into another
hemisphere. Small temperature changes could also have an
impact on the success of pelagic larvae, as current tropical
temperatures exceed optimal temperatures for larval growth and
settlement size in some species (McLeod et al., 2015), and cooler
water temperatures may result in a greater dispersal potential
(Raventos et al., 2021; although see Leis et al., 2013 on the
need for more temperate larval studies in general). Together,
these findings are consistent with several of the dispersal
hypotheses for anti-tropicality, but additional physiological
studies examining a greater number of anti-tropical taxa during
both larval and adult stages are needed to better understand
the influence that temperature limits have on driving this
distribution pattern.

Another direction that studies have taken is ecological niche
modeling to examine the suitability of habitats in the Pleistocene
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(Waltari and Hickerson, 2013; Ludt and Myers, 2021). This
approach has the potential to distinguish between some of
the hypotheses that are notoriously hard to test. Ludt and
Myers (2021) used niche modeling to distinguish between glacial
dispersal and biotic exclusion in intra-specific anti-tropical
marine fishes by examining the amount of suitable abiotic habitat
in the tropics for both the LGM and contemporary time periods,
and found potential support for both hypotheses in different
species. However, these approaches are more informative if
combined with other sources of data. For example, Waltari and
Hickerson (2013) used a niche modeling approach in north
Atlantic intertidal invertebrates to largely corroborate predictions
from a prior population genetic analysis (Ilves et al., 2010). This
approach could be applied to anti-tropical taxa in future studies.

CONCLUSION

The last two decades have seen studies on anti-tropicality
advance from lists of potentially disjunct species/populations
and hypothetical mechanisms, to a more solid understanding of
paleoclimates, how anti-tropical distributions may have shifted
with these climate changes, and evidence of specific divergence
times associated with this distribution pattern. While some
early hypotheses (such as continental fragmentation, island
integration and island submergence) seem inadequate to describe
this pattern in a general sense, divergences due to Miocene
climate fluctuations, biotic interactions, and dispersal in shallow
or deep water are likely still plausible explanations given the
range of equatorial divergence dates recovered in recent studies.
Therefore, it is likely that these mechanisms have caused this
distribution to repeatedly form over time. And while equatorial
SST may not have changed dramatically during the LGM, the
few physiological studies that have included anti-tropical taxa
suggest that even minor temperature fluctuations could result
in range expansions toward the tropics. However, combined
datasets including population genetic/phylogenetic divergence
times, habitat data, and physiological data are lacking for
the vast majority of anti-tropical species. These data will be
critical for understanding the prevalence of each mechanism
in driving this distribution pattern, and future studies should

take a multifaceted approach. Lastly, future studies should
also examine anti-tropicality in the same context as other
disjunct distributions, as anti-tropicality may not be due to
its own particular circumstances, but might be associated with
general ocean-wide changes in current patterns that occurred
in the Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene. By taking a wholistic
approach, instead of examining this pattern on its own, we
may gain a better understanding of the major drivers of marine
biogeographic patterns over geologic time.
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